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Dear Friends,

It’s a time of “multiplicity” for us.  
After multiculturalism, multitasking—and let’s not forget multi-grains—we are taking on multi-disciplinarity! 

QB’s new series features an impressive mix of genres thanks to some exclusive collaborative projects with our composer 
colleagues—who aren’t the least bit afraid of personal, diversified adventures in the world of emotion or drama—as well 
as artists from the worlds of theatre, dance, visual art and . . . multimedia.

We open with a joint Quebec-Netherlands event, November 7th in the intimate setting of Tanna 
Schulich Hall, with a concert featuring Dutch composer Martijn Voorvelt, Dutch residents Richard Ayres and Hanna 
Kulenty, and Quebec’s own Walter Boudreau. Note: Boudreau considers the string quartet a “hard core/heavy metal” 
expressive ideal—read: be ready for a real commotion! We expect to pull out all the stops for a gestual theatre piece, 
to deliver powerfully evocative music that will plunge listeners into its emotion and action. This concert will be repeated 
in part in France and the Netherlands (a first for us), as part of the Shift festival in Amsterdam and Toronto and for the 
Présence festival held in Paris, Lyon and Montpellier.

This winter the Montreal/New Music festival will be the site for our presentation of the multi-disciplinary 
show Hozhro, that means “harmony” or “beauty” in Navajo, With Marie-Chantal Leclair and Éthel Guéret we will 
perform Michel Gonneville’s music for this work to choreography by Danièle Desnoyers. This hybrid creation will be 
presented with set design—or rather, architectural installation—by Pierre Thibault. Lighting by Jean Gervais will be “de-
multiplied” with video projections by Mario Côté. We hope to see you out in force for this tremendously exciting artistic 
experience!

Alt:neu, or, the third concert in our Montreal series hits the stage next June in the guise of music 
theatre old and new. Two quartets by music theatre master Mauricio Kagel will come face to face with two works by 
young composers Eliav Brand and Jennifer Walshe. Jean-Frédéric Messier, from Théâtre Momentum, will bring his 
ever-daring point of view to all of these pieces. A project we have held close to heart for a long time, this production was 
made possible by the financial support of the Ernst von Siemens Musikstifung foundation in Germany.

Otherwise, we’re on the move this year: this November we launch our CD of quartets and quintets by 
James Tenney at the Huddersfield Contemporary Music Festival (UK), where we have been invited to give three concerts. 
Note, for the sake of posterity, that it is the first Tenney retrospective of the kind in Europe since a long time!

Our season overview ends here, but not without mention of our Salon des Compositeurs, followed by our 
boiling hot Composer’s Kitchen (more later), and several other Canadian and European appearances. For programme 
details and a schedule of our concerts, visit our website at www.quatuorbozzini.ca.

See you soon—November 7th!

        Nadia, Isabelle, Stéphanie, and Clemens

PHOTO: US, WITH COMPOSER AND FRIEND JEAN-FRANÇOIS DENIS, AT THE LAUNCHING OF LE VIVIER, A PLACE AND A FORUM OF NEW 
MUSIC IN MONTREAL, ON LAST SEPTEMBER 15TH. (Photo: Jacques Cabana)


